
the mormonscormons and the
bible in the 1830s

gordon irving

one does not long study mormon beginnings without
realizing that the bible held a special place in the hearts of
the early saints latter day saint use of its accounts and
teachings greatly influenced the formulation of mormon the-
ology and in addition helped the saints find their personal
and group identity in god s kingdom the deep commit-
ment of early mormon intellectuals to the ancient scriptures
is suggested by the frequency and nature of biblical references
in their writings three church periodicals published between
1832 and 1838 the evening and the morning star inde-
pendencependence missouri 1832331832 33 and kirtland ohio 1833341833 34
the latter day saints messenger and advocate kirtland
1834371834 37 and the elders journal kirtland 1837 and far
west missouri 18381 are the most important representa-
tive samples of the written expression of early mormon
thought and serve in this investigation as indicators of the
attitudes of the saints towards the bible and their uses of its
contents 2 let us begin by identifying two leading assumptions
which governed mormon biblical interpretation

THE MORMON VIEW OF HISTORY GOSPEL uniformity
As marvin S hill has noted the saints adopted christian

primitivism a restorationist view of history which looked to
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the new testament church as the model for contemporary
church polity and doctrine 3 mormonscormons were strongly im-
pressed that god being perfect and unchanging had pre-
sented to man an organization and a plan of salvation that
were invariable through all time this interpretation was
based not only on the assumption that god is unchanging but
also in the belief that he is impartial since he is no respecter
of persons god has given and will continue to give the
gospel scheme of salvation to all those willing to be instructed
and to be obedient to the principles taught them 4

holding these assumptions about god and gospel mor
mons naturally developed a view of the past which held that
the gospel of christ as presented in the new testament had
been preached to all men since the beginning of the world
and that whenever god s church had existed on earth it
had enjoyed the same gifts as the apostolic church mormon
primitivism took on its own peculiar color when the order
set up in jesus s day was projected both backward to adam
and forward to the mormonscormons themselves

As with many theories of history the saints view of the
past was employed to demonstrate the validity of contempor-
ary mormon ideas and practices and to give the church a
sense of community with the faithful of both the old and
new testaments mormonscormons often referred to the old testa-
ment to show that the gospel of apostolic times had also been
preached prior to the birth of christ that being true they
reasoned then the same gospel ought to be taught and ac-
cepted in modern times the saints worked hard to establish
the concept of the unchangeability of the gospel which in
the context of mormon periodical literature as a whole seems
to have been mainly intended to winwin converts to mormonism
by showing that all other religions failed to believe this
basic doctrine of the uniformity of the gospel in all dispensa
tionseions and were hence perverted gospels

marvinarvin S hah1hill11 the role of christian primitivism in the origin and
development of the mormon kingdom 183018441830 1844 phd dissertation uni-
versity of chicago 1968 see also hill s article the shaping of the mormon
mind in new england and new york BYU studies 93513529351 352 spring
1969

sidneykidneymidney rigdon the gospel no V latter day saints messenger and
advocate 171 february 1835 hereafter cited as MA alexander cheney
the gospel MA 2498 may 1837 W W phelps the gospel the

evening and the morning star 182 83april 1833 hereafter cited as EMS
and many other references
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in presenting the idea that the gospel had been and must
always be what it was in christ s day there was a need to
back up mormon claims with references to authoritative
sources three tools for convincing the world of the uni-
formity of the gospel as well as of other mormon doctrines
were used the bible a reasoned common sense and the
revelations given to joseph smith preference was given to
the three in this same order reasoning based upon the bible
would have more effect on the non mormon reader than
would arguments drawn from an unfamiliar and suspicious
work like the book of mormon the book of mormon might
have been a favorite missionary tool as has often been sug-
gested but mormon writers certainly tended to favor argu-
ments from the bible when trying to deal with sectarian ideas
at least in that way both mormon and non mormon could
start from a common position 5

not only were latter day saints likely to draw their argu-
ments from the bible for pragmatic reasons they had divine
sanction for doing so note the following instruction to
sidney rigdon in a revelation given by joseph smith in de-
cember 1830 thou shalt preach my gospel and call on
the holy prophets to prove his joseph s words as they shall
be given him 6

although for purposes of discussion the mormonscormons might
choose to reason from the bible they also hadhd revelations as-
serting that the gospel has always been the same which were
a good deal clearer than the old testament passages upon
which they relied joseph smith s revision of the bible teaches
at some length that adam enoch and noah had the gospel
and that it consisted of faith repentance baptism in the name
of christ for the remission of sins and the reception of the
gift of the holy ghost 7 however it would seem that the
mormonscormons would have been believers in the antiquity and uni-
formity of the gospel even without these explicit statements
from joseph smith mormon writers were convinced of the

see eg the atlas article MA 2302 april 1836 W A cowdery
to the editor EMS 121 november 1834

doctrine and covenants of the church of latter day saints kirtland
1835 EMS p 117

see joseph smiths new translation of the bible independence
1970 ppap 356835 68 these passages from the bible revision were published in
the EMS during W W phelps editorship EMS 11819118 19 737573 75 818381 83 august
1832 and march 1833
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truth and plainness of the bible in line with their assump-
tions they expected the plan of salvation to be uniform the
old and new testaments ought to present the same message

an interesting aspect of the mormon idea of gospel uni-
formity is the way in which the lives and merits of certain
biblical figures were often used to authoritatively demonstrate
lasting gospel values mormonscormons frequently cited writings of
the prophets and apostles but it was largely the old testa-
ment patriarchs who were chosen to personify gospel principles
the ten men most frequently discussed were adam abel
cain enoch noah melchizedek abraham joseph moses
and elijah their experiences served to typify the following
mormon tenets man receiving by revelation the divine gospel
of jesus christ the uniformity and antiquity of the gospel
the princely role of adam the offering in righteousness the
heritage of persecution the treachery of apostates who rebel
against the light of god the perfectibility of man the gather-
ing of the elect in preparation for the second coming and the
triumph of the saints the future millennial state to be enjoyed
by the earth the warning to be given the wicked prior to
the great day of destruction the importance of contemporary
revelation and prophets the necessity of possessing proper
authority and priesthood in order to act for god the im-
portance of the covenant relationship of god with israel
adoption into the seed of abraham the doctrine of the elect
the book of mormon as the record of joseph the penalty
suffered for apostasy and the sending of heavenly messengers
to restore the truth to the earth A better compendium of
early mormon doctrine can hardly be imagined and the mor-
mon found all this taught and symbolized by the lives of ten
figures from the old testament

MORMON literalism
the veneration for the bible felt by mormonscormons led the

saints to put great stock in the scriptures the bible was to
be understood literally for mormonscormons of the 1830s the literal
view of the scriptures involved several accepted assumptions
the meaning of the various books was both clear and con-
sistentsistent historical accounts were accurate and factual biblical
prophecies were to be fulfilled exactly as written and many
parts of the bible were of direct application to modern times
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there was thus no need to seek some hidden or allegorical mean-
ing which might lie behind the words of the book rather the
message of the bible lay on the surface to be discovered and
readily understood by any man possessed of an average amount
of common sense

this approach to the bible which in recent times has been
labeled fundamentalist could be illustrated in terms of
the mormon view of the new testament church with refer-
ence to historical portions of the old testament or in terms
of the saints approach to biblical prophecies let me use the
last of these three as an example four assumptions governed
mormon thought concerning the prophetic statements of the
bible the prophets were inspired men who knew what they
were talking about prophetic language was clear enough to
be understood the prophecies were to be fulfilled literally
and much of what the prophets said in ancient times about
the future was intended to refer to the nineteenth century
other churches were frequently criticized for spiritualizingspiritual izing
the prophecies by claiming that they were to be fulfilled
in some figurative sense mormonscormons argued that whatever was
predicted would occur exactly as the prophet had said it
would joseph smith went so far as to say that the mormonscormons
believed what the bible foretold while the sects of the day
only held to interpretations of the book the mormonscormons
claimed to be so literal in their reading and the bible so
clear in its meaning that there was little room for error in
their perception of god s plan for the future as revealed in
holy writ 6 mormon preachers limited their assertions
to those capable of support from the bible always striving
to adhere to the text as closely as possible the saints invited
their hearers to examine the passages cited with full confidence
that the straight forward consistency of the bible could be
counted on to sway the sincere mind 9

many persons found this approach compelling the jour

sidney rigdon faith of the church of christ EMS 2153 may 1834
joseph smith elders journal of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 14243142 43 july 1838 hereafter cited as efel

parley P pratt A voice of warning new york 1837 chapter
1 cf rigdon faith of church of christ EMS 2145 april 1834
W W phelps preach the word EMS 191 may 1833 prophecy of
zephaniah EMS 2133 140141140 l4llal february and march 1834 W A cow-
dery to the editor letter no 2 MA 1113 may 1835 synopsis of an ad-
dress by sidney rigdon printed in the ohio free press MA 2314 may 1836

signs in the heavens EMS 2116 december 1833
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nals of many converts show that they were seeking a common
sense church which followed the new testament pattern A
missionary reporting the success of his labors noted that when-
ever ministers of other faiths met him on bible ground
their influence suffered 10

periodical literature extant from the early days of the
modern church shows that the saints made both doctrinal and
1 nondoctrinalnon doctrinal uses of biblical teachings and phraseology
writers saw biblical situations being repeated in the mormon
experience and drew such analogies to the attention of their
readers sidney rigdon noted for example that john the
baptist the harbinger of christ had pointed to the master
who was to follow after him and suggested that alexander
campbell s millennial harbinger ought to point to something
or other too the image of the mob at ephesus shouting
great is diana of the ephesians was used to typify the up-

roar caused by ministers of the various sects in response to the
mormon attack upon the ministerial livelihood parley P
pratt to present a final example called a convert a good old
cornelious 11

As can be seen the mormon writer was so familiar with
the bible that he often illustrated his points by referring to
scripture A parallel nondoctrinalnon doctrinal use of the bible resulted
from the mormon tendency to slip into biblical phraseology
oliver cowdery s remark to his brother that had certain men
traveling with him in the east been as eager for the kingdom
of god as they were for dinner they would take it by
force illustrates the way in which the bible could be cited
without any intention of comparing the present to the biblical
situation simply because the words were both familiar and
fortunate 12

ANALYSIS OF BIBLICAL PASSAGES USED

but more significant than these more casual comparisons
were the doctrinal explications based upon biblical passages
in order to determine which books of the bible and which
portions of them latter day saints were fond of citing the

egg james holts journal in our pioneer heritage salt lake city
1970 13469 john gregg to the editor EMS 2192 september 1834 cf
extract from the brookvilleBroo kville enquirer in MA 177 february 1835

EMS 21261272126 127 january 1834 MA 33963973396 397 october 1836 EJ
18918 9 october 1837

12MA 3386ff october 1836 the scripture cited is matthew 1112
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passages used inin the church periodicals between 1832 and
1838 to establish doctrine as distinguished from other uses
of the bible just discussed were identified as far as possible
and tabulated table I11 gives the results of this tabulation
for the three periodicals published during the period each
volume of the three journals being tabulated separately fol-
lowed by the total for the sixsix year period the first figure
given represents the number of passages cited while that be-
low it shows this number as a percentage of the total number
of passages tabulated inin that particular column

in view of the large number of articles of so many different
kinds being considered it might be useful for the reader to
know how this tabulation compares with a similar analysis
of a unified doctrinal work parley P pratt s A voice of
warning published in 1837 would seem to be suitable for
this purpose and the scriptures used therein are tabulated in
the last column on the right in table 1

NEW TESTAMENT PASSAGES

the early latter day saints emphasized the new testament
during the period being considered some 762 or 63 percent

TABLE I11
SOURCE OF BIBLE PASSAGES USED FOR DOCTRINAL

PURPOSES IN MORMON periodical
literature 183218381832 1838

EMS EMSFMS MA MA MA EJ 6 year
v I11 vvav22 vvlI1 vvav22 Vvav33 vvlI1 total pratt
32332 3 33433 4 34534 5 35635366 6 36736 7 37837 8 32832 8 37

genesis 6 2 17 6 5 0 36 9
31 08 48 42 26026 0 30 51

other pentateuch 17 7 io10 5 4 0 44 2
8.888888 8 282 8 282 8 353 5 2.121212 1 1.313131 3 3.636363 6 1.111li111 1

Ilisthistoricalorical books 5 4 4 2 1 0 16 11
2 6 1.616iglg1 6 11 1.4141 4 0 5 0 1.3131 3 6.262626 2

writings 18 8 26 7 13 2 74 7
9.393939 3 3.333333 3 7.373737 3 494 9 6.767676 7 2.525252 5 6.161glgi6 1 3.939393 9

major prophets 48 37 40 27 26 5 183 36
248 150 112 190 135 63 151 202

minor prophets 23 32 22 8 8 3 96 14
11911.9ilg11 9 13013 0 626 2 565.6gg665 6 41 383 8 7.979797 9 7.979797 9

gospels and acts 35 64 125 40 54 27 345 49
181800 260 350 282 22808 0 342 285 275

pauls letters 25 61 85 38 58 33 300 35
12912.912912 9 24824.824824 8 23823.823823 8 26826 8 30030.030030 0 41.841841841 8 24724 7 19.719719719 7

other letters 9 18 9 4 19 4 63 6
464.6464 6 7.373737 3 252 5 282 8 9.999gg999 9 51 5.252525 2 3.434343 4

revelation 8 13 19 5 5 4 54 9
4.141414 1 5.353535 3 3.535353 5 355035703 5 262 6 5.151515 1 454.5454 5 5.151515 1

old testament 117 90 119 55 57 11 449 79
603 366 333 387 296 139 370 444

new testament 77 156 238 87 136 68 762 99

397 634 667 613 704 861 630030 556
other scriptures 105 14 13 20 3 5 160 5
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of the scriptures used in the periodicals were drawn from the
new testament this reflects the desire to present the scrip-
tural pattern for the gospel and the church of christ whose
basis is to be found almost entirely in the new testament
pratt s voice of warning is useful in demonstrating that mor-
mon challenges to doctrines of other churches tended to center
around new testament passages in a chapter contrasting
church and gospel scriptures with sectarian perversions of
the same verses all the passages cited with one exception
came from the new testament

table 2 shows which specific new testament passages
were cited most frequently eighteen of the twenty seven
new testament books account for 94 percent of all new
testament passages LDS writers drew from roughly three
quarters of the chapters of the new testament while that
might imply a fairly even coverage of these books this does
not prove to be so the fifty nine specific passages listed as
being most frequently used are drawn from only fifty four
chapters and yet account for more than half of all the new
testament passages used thus mormon use of the new
testament was only superficially thorough actually the saints
concentrated on certain key passages

while the sources of mormon scriptural references are
of interest more useful to the historian is the analysis of the
content of those passages most frequently used table 3

breaks down the fifty nine specific passages listed in table 2
according to subject matter as seen by mormonscormonsMormons

this tabulation shows that the new testament passages
used generally stress one or more of four themes

1 primitive church pattern most often scripture was
used to show the pattern for the proper organization and basic
doctrines which characterize the church of christ with special
emphasis on the doctrines of faith in christ repentance bap-
tism and the gift of the holy ghost as well as the spiritual
gifts which are bestowed upon the faithful the scriptural
pattern as understood by the latter day saints was seen to
be identical with their own church polity passages asserting
that there is only one true pattern for church and gospel were
used frequently to enhance the authority of mormonism as well
as to challenge other systems of christianity

2 apostasy and restoration the new testament was



TABLE 2
THE selectivity OF MORMON SCRIPTURE USE

EIGHTEEN NEW TESTAMENT BOOKS
MOST frequently CITED

times chapters chaperschafers specific passages tintimesnes
usedaused in book used used Ffrequently Ususeded

matthew 106 28 23 mt 55 3

77 8 3

715 16 3

2818 20 9 54154
2334 38 3

24 19
2521 23 5

2534 3

1615 19 6

mark 25 16 9 mk 1614 19 14 14114

luke 32 24 13 lk 1 32 33 3

2124 27 5

2439 50 9 17117

john 69 21 17 jn 35 4
1411 19 6
1522 26 5

166 16 7
1710 24 7 29291

acts 94 31 20 acts 11 8 4
19 11 7

214 22 5

233 39 12

319 25 10
817 18 5

1044 48 3

191 6 5

2028 30 3 54154
romans 44 16 12 rom 116 5

10 5

1119 28 12
154 4 26126

I1 corinthians 57 16 12 1I cor 125 27 3

26 10 6
12 11
13 10
1433 3

151 8 4 57137371
galatians 32 6 3 gal 16 12 14

363699 8
326 28 4 26

ephesians 35 6 6 eph 13 11 9
411 17 13 22122

colossians 8 4 3 col 28 9 3 313
1I thessaloniansThessalonians 8 5 4 1I th 413 17 3 313

II11 thessaloniansThessalonians 9 3 2 11II th 2 7 7

11II timothy 26 4 4 11II tim 19 10 3

31 5 8

41 7 9 20
hebrews 46 13 11 heb 11 16 igl16116
james 15 5 3 jas 115 17 6

127 4 iollol10110
II11 peter 21 3 3 11II P 120 21 6

21 7 7 r
31 7 5 18

jude 8 1 1 jude 141514 15 7 771
revelation 52 22 17 rev 146 7 3

1910 3
20 6
2217 19 3 15

687 221 162 378

awherewhereadhere identifiable by chapter
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TABLE 3

classification OF NEW TESTAMENT
PASSAGES frequently USED

timesrimes
Ppassagesassuagesassages used

1 the true church
first principles 10 73
redemption through christ 2 12
only one gospel any other doctrine

not of god 7 31
spiritual gifts given to faithful 8 53
pattern for church organization 3 30

subtotal 30 199
2 the gospel and the world

apostasy
mankind to forsake true gospel 4 29
faithful to be hated and persecuted 2 8
false prophets to come 3 13
warning against vain philosophies 1 3

partial subtotal 10 53

restoration of gospel 3 17
saints called to preach gospel 5 35

subtotal 18 105
3 millennialism eschatological doctrines

second coming of christ 8 62
resurrection and immortality 6 33
judgment 4 25
reward of the faithful 4 17

subtotal 22 137

4 uniformity of the gospel links be-
tween old and new testaments

god does not vary 1 6
fulfillment of inspired prophecy 4 30
gospel and the patriarchs 4 38
faifthful adopted into israel 6 43
christ to reign over israel 1 3

subtotal 16 120

5 christian living 2 14
6 scripture 3 13

grand total & 91 588

totals are higher than table 2 figures as many passages fit several categories
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employed to show that an apostasy from the true church of
christ and a subsequent restoration of the gospel to mankind
had been foreseen by jesus and his apostles the greater
emphasis was placed on the theme of apostasy as it provided
theraisonthe raison d etre for mormon restorationism the new testa-
ment was also seen as calling members of the true church to
take the message of the restored gospel to all peoples as well
as predicting that they could expect to be hated and persecuted
for doing so

3 millennialismMillenmalism mormonscormons also used frequently those
new testament passages dealing with the second coming of
christ and the end of the world not only were the signs
of the times referred to but mormon editors especially
W W phelps often cited contemporary news stories as evi-
dence that the signs foretold by jesus had appeared passages
relating to the resurrection and the respective rewards of the
wicked and the faithful were also often cited

4 uniformity of the gospel while mormon logic dic-
tated that the existence of a church set up by the son of god
meant that such a church should be the pattern for christs
church through all time other elements of the new testament
were also emphasized to demonstrate that the gospel had al-
ways been the same the latter day saints were fond of using
pauline passages which suggest that the christian faithful
are adopted into the old testament house of israel and
that christ will reign over israel passages implying that old
testament prophets and patriarchs knew of jesus christ and
his gospel were often quoted as were others asserting that the
church had fulfilled the messianic predictions of the hebrew
prophets

three of these four themes were polemical tools in the
mormon struggle to win converts away from the perverted
forms of christianity found in other churches the idea that
there was a set form that christianity should follow that man-
kind had deviated from that pattern and that the gospel in
past times had followed the new testament norm prescribed
by mormon writers were all scriptural defenses of the mor-
mon claim to be the true church of christ and the only earthly
vehicle of salvation mormonscormons aimed these new testament
arguments at a world deeply impressed by the authority of
the bible that the challenge to other religions was a power
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ful one is indicated in part by the conversion of so many bible
reading americans to mormonism as well as by the violent
opposition to the new church on the part of many american
protestants

OLD TESTAMENT PASSAGES

table I11 shows that only 37 percent of the biblical passages
used by mormonscormons were drawn from the old testament yet
the fact that the old testament was in a way overshadowed
by the new should not lead one to think it unimportant in
mormon thought for example one volume of the evening
and the morning star used more old testament passages than
new testament references published on the missouri fron-
tier away from the learned men of the east and debates
with other churches the star in its first year gave special em-
phasis to millennial themes most of the documentation for
articles dealing with the gathering the second coming and
similar themes came from the old testament and from the
new revelations given the church through joseph smith pratt s
book also cited a higher percentage of old testament passages
than did the mormon periodicals over the period this also
resulted from the writer s special emphasis on millennial
themes the old testament throughout the period served if
not as the source then at least as a reinforcement of mormon
millennialism

table 4 shows which passages from the old testament
were cited most often fifteen of the thirty nine old testa-
ment books provided 93 percent of all identifiable old testa-
ment passages used fewer than one in six old testament
chapters were drawn upon by mormon writers indicating that
the saints were more selective with regard to the old testa-
ment than they were with the new this impression isis
strengthened by noting that the fifty three specific passages
listed which account for roughly one half of all old testa-
ment passages used were drawn from only five percent of
the book s chapters the saints limited their total use of the
old testament to a small fraction of the volume while those
passages seen as important enough to be used repeatedly were
drawn from an even more limited portion of the work

table 5 categorizes the fifty three specific passages listed in
table 4 according to subject matter as perceived by the mor
mons three major themes recur



TABLE 4
THE selectivity OF MORMON SCRIPTURE USE

FIFTEEN OLD TESTAMENT BOOKS
MOST frequently USED

times chapters chaperschafers specificic passages timestiniesles
used in book used used frequently usedUs d

genesis 31 50 18 gen 69 2

17 4
4849 6 12

exodus 8 40 6 ex 195 6 2
20 2 414

deuteronomy 26 34 12 dt 427 34 3

1815 19 5

28 33 15 23123
job 10 42 3 job 1923 29 8 8
psalms 52 150 34 Ps 27 2

142 3 3

503 5 2

8511 12 2
1056 10 2
144 4 15115

isaiah 116 66 38 isa 1 2

21 4 7
42 6 2
714 2

1111ilililli11111616 9
18 2
2416 23 6
288 23 3

294 14 3
351 10 7
436 3
45.4454454 2

527 8 4
533 10 4
5919 20 3
602 4
6217 5
6618 20 2 170170

jeremiah 28 48 11 jer 3123121818 2
161416141919 4
237 8 5

311 20 4
3133 34 2 17117

ezekiel 18 48 7 ezek 37 8 8
daniel 17 12 4 dan 2442444545 6

79 13 4
joel 17 3 2 121 2 12

jlji 228228522283232 12
316 21 2 14114

amos 6 9 3 amos 37 4 4
micah 9 7 3 mic 41 7 5

51 2 3 818
zephaniah 5 3 3 zeph 38 20 5 515
zechariah 15 14 6 zech 105 12 4

142 5 5 919
malachi 10 4 2 mal 36 3

38 12 2
41 2 717

368 530 150
passage identifiable by chapter
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TABLE 5

classification OF OLD TESTAMENT
PASSAGES frequently USED

times
passages used

1 millennial prophecies
gathering of israel 11 44
kingdom of god to be established 2 9
israel to be purified 2 4
spirit to be poured out in last days 1 12
apostasy of mankind in last days 2 7
destruction of wicked 5 19
ancient of days to come 2 6
second coming of christ 4 19
restoration of jerusalem 1 5

conditions during millennium 7 27

subtotal 5737 152
2 uniformity of the gospel

predictions about christ 10 43
patriarchs 4 13
necessity of having prophets 1 4
invariability of god 1 3

subtotal 16 63
3 israel

covenant called to be holy nation 7 19
tyttitttlT tl T lqblessings given israelaisrael 2 21

subtotal 9 40
4 book of mormon foreseen 3 13
5 miscellaneous

beauty of message of salvation 1 4
ten commandments 1 2

tithes and offerings 1 2

grand total b 68 276

passages also seen as having millennial overtones
totals are higher than in table 4 as some passages fit more than one
category

1 1 millennialismMillen malism the greatest number of passages used
were prophecies dealing with the events to precede the day
of the lord these were cited to inform the world and the
church membership of the gathering of israel to be followed
by the destruction of the wicked the second coming of christ
and the savior s millennial reign on earth
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2 gospel uniformity many passages were used to
show that the prophets knew of christ long before his birth
other passages cited were seen to indicate or imply that the
patriarchs were also aware of christianity prior to the christian
era

3 special role of israel A third class of passages were
cited to explain the place that israel had in history as god s

chosen people the covenants made by god with the patri-
archs were emphasized as were the blessings to be enjoyed
by israel if faithful

aside from the predictions regarding the messiah to come
the selection of old testament passages reflects the mormonscormonsMormons
interest in the last days rising out of their belief that their
day would see the fulfillment of the millennial prophecies of
the old testament god was about to set his hand a second
time to fulfill the covenant made with his chosen people
israel and to carry out the promises made through his proph-
ets in the old testament the mormonscormons saw as clear a picture
of their own times and of their immediate future as though
it were one of the revelations of their own prophet

reinforcing EFFECT OF OTHER MORMON scriptures
also important is the way in which the new volumes of

scriptures produced through joseph smith reinforced mormon
interpretations of the bible the book of mormon and the reve-
lationslatiobations of joseph smith are based upon the same assumptions
about the scriptures the gospel and the church as those which
governed the thoughts of joseph smith his fellow mormonscormonsMormons
and indeed many other evangelical christians of the time
mormon extra biblical scriptures emphasize millennialist
themes accept the uniformity of church and gospel through
all periods of history and persuade the reader to interpret the
scriptures literally whatever thediedle source of joseph smith s

writings once in print the new mormon scriptures reinforced
LIDSLDSliisllis interpretations of the bible and the gospel of jesus
christ

not only did the content of the new mormon scriptures re-
inforce mormon views but analysis of the passages cited
from them by the saints in their periodical literature shows
that they appreciated this fact the book of mormon and
the portion of joseph smith s revision of the bible now known
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as the book of moses were frequently used to show that the
gospel had always been the same as that preached by the
mormonscormonsMormons while the doctrine and covenants used also for
this purpose served dramatically to strengthen mormon mil-
lennialistlennialist emphases

whether the frequent use of biblical passages should be
viewed as the effort of early LDS leaders to reassure them-
selves and the world post facto as to the validity of mormon
doctrines or whether the bible should be seen as the primary
source of latter day saint ideas is a point which deserves
further examination whichever alternative is true it cannot
be disputed that the bible was the prime authority to which
mormonscormons looked for affirmation of their doctrinal assertions
in the first decade of mormon intellectual history


